
Simon Fraser University (SFU) Library: 
Thesis Template Styles Reference List 

Introduction 
The following is a comprehensive list of all SFU Library-designed styles found 

within the latest version of the SFU Library thesis templates, released Summer 2015.  

For detailed information about where and how to use the template styles, please 

refer to the Thesis Template Instructions document, attend a workshop, or book an 

individual consultation appointment (http://www.sfu.ca/theses/).  

Please contact the Assistant for Theses (theses@sfu.ca) if any errors are 
found within this document. 

http://www.sfu.ca/theses/
mailto:theses@sfu.ca


Normal 
Normal is the default style in a Word document, and is the foundation for almost 

all other styles in the template. Normal is used for all regular paragraphs in the main body 

of the thesis. 

Normal is set for 1.5 line spacing, with a slight extra space between paragraphs. 

It’s not necessary to add blank lines between paragraphs or sections. 

Normal The foundation style for the thesis template. 
Applies to all regular body paragraphs. 

Headings 
Heading styles are used to title the sections and subsections of the document. You 

must use heading styles for the Table of Contents to populate automatically. Headings 

must be used in hierarchical order where appropriate: 

Chapter 1. Heading 1  The main heading for your chapter headings. A 
chapter heading begins on a new page (sitting 
slightly lower down).  
Please note that although the style name contains 
“Chapter 1”, the chapter will automatically number 
according to its placement in your document. 

Heading 1_Appendix(es) Used for the main heading in your Appendix(es); ie. 
Appendix A., Appendix B., etc. 

Heading 1_Invisible This is usually reserved for the “Dedication” or 
“Quotation” page headings. If you do not want the 
heading title to appear on the page, you can use 
this style to turn the text a white colour – this will 
allow the heading to appear as it should in the Table 
of Contents. 

Heading 
1_Lists_noPageBreakBefore 

Only use this style if your List of Tables & List of 
Figures will fit together on one page.  
If you have a short List of Tables and Figures, you 
can apply this heading to the List of Figures 
Heading – it removes the page break & places the 
List of Figures below the List of Tables.  

Heading 1_Preliminary All preliminary page headings (roman numeral 
pagination) should have this heading style applied. 



Heading 1_References The heading for the references/works 
cited/bibliography list. Similar to Chapter 1. Heading 
1 but without any chapter number. 

1.1. Heading 2  
 [numbered template] 
Heading 2  
 [un-numbered template] 

For sub-headings within a chapter. Used below 
Chapter 1. Heading 1.  
If using the numbered template, please note that 
although the style name contains “1.1”, the heading 
will automatically number according to its placement 
in your document. 

Heading 2_Appendix(es) For sub-headings within an appendix. Used below 
Heading 1_Appendix(es). 

Heading 2_References For sub-headings within the references/works 
cited/bibliography list, often used to separate 
different types of sources. Used below Heading 
1_References. 

1.1.1. Heading 3  
 [numbered template] 
Heading 3  
 [un-numbered template] 

For sub-sub-headings within a chapter. Used below 
1.1 Heading 2/Heading 2.  
If using the numbered template, please note that 
although the style contains “1.1.1.”, the heading will 
automatically number according to its placement in 
your document. 

Heading 3_Appendix(es) For sub-sub-headings within an appendix. Used 
below Heading 2_Appendix(es). 

Heading 3_References For sub-sub-headings within the references/works 
cited/bibliography list. Used below Heading 
2_References. 

Heading 4 For sub-sub-sub-headings within a chapter. Used 
below 1.1.1. Heading 3/Heading 3.  

Heading 4_Appendix(es) For sub-sub-sub-headings within an appendix. Used 
below Heading 3_Appendix(es). 

Heading 5; Heading 6; Heading 7 Additional heading styles – use if necessary & 
deemed appropriate. Most students do not need 
lower levels than Heading 4.  

8_Heading 1_PartsOrEssayTitles A main heading used for Extended Essays titles or 
very large theses with parts. Places the text in the 
vertical & horizontal centre of the page. 

 



Title Page 
The title page is the first page of your document, and should not exceed one page. 

It should be unnumbered. Unless you are writing an extended essay or are from the School 

of Resource and Environmental Management (see below), the styles should already be 

applied for you in the template. 

1_TP_allRightsReserved Applied to the “All rights reserved…” statement 
at the bottom of the title page. 

1_TP_byName Applied to the authorship of the thesis (your 
name). 

1_TP_copyright Applied to the copyright paragraph near the 
bottom of the title page, containing the author 
name, year, institution, and semester. 

1_TP_Dis/ThesisSubmitted Applied to the paragraph containing information 
about the type of document, and the degree for 
which it was completed. 

1_TP_intheDeptFaculty Applied to the paragraph containing information 
about your school/department/program & 
respective faculty. 

1_TP_previousDegrees Applied to the previous degrees held by the 
author, listed beneath the author’s name. 

1_TP_REMstudentsOnly_ReportNo. Applicable to School of Resource & 
Environmental Management (REM) students 
only. Apply this style to the paragraph listing 
your report number, which will be after the 
section reading “Research Project Submitted in 
Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the 
Degree of Master of Resource Management”. 

1_TP_Title Applied to the main title of the document. 

1_TP_Title_ExtraLong Use only if your title page becomes more than 
one page with the existing styles applied. 
Apply this style to your title to make it slightly 
smaller, and ensure that the title page remains 
one page in length.  

1_TP_TitleExtEssays_“and” Use only if writing an extended essay. 
Apply to the paragraph between the extended 
essay titles, containing the word “and”. 

1_TP_TitleExtEssaysONLY Use only if writing an extended essay. 
Apply to each title paragraph. 



Preliminary Pages 
Preliminary pages use Roman numeral pagination, and begin with the Approval on 

page ii. The preliminary pages should follow the order listed below. 

Approval 

2_Approv_LeftCol_CommitteeNormal Applied to the paragraphs containing 
committee member information. 

2_Approv_LeftCol_Date Applied to “Date Defended/Approved:” 

2_Approv_LeftCol_Headings Applied to the paragraph headings found in 
the left column at the top of the page. 

2_Approv_RightCol_Chair Applied to the paragraph containing the 
chair’s name & position. 

2_Approv_RightCol_Date Applied to the date of defence or approval. 

2_Approv_RightCol_Name+Degree Applied to the paragraphs listing the 
author’s name & degree. 

2_Approv_RightCol_ThesisTitle Applied to the paragraph listing the 
document’s title. 

2_Approval_REMstudentsOnly_Report### Applicable to School of Resource & 
Environmental Management (REM) 
students only.  
Apply this style to the paragraph listing 
your report number, which will be after the 
row containing your project title. 

Abstract 

2_Abstract_Keywords Applied to abstract keywords; has a hanging 
indent so all keywords line-up neatly. 

2_Abstract_Normal Applied to abstract paragraphs; has no first-
line indentation. 

 



Dedication 

2_Dedication_Centre Used for 2- to 5-line dedications. Changes 
the font to script, and places the paragraph 
vertically & horizontally centred on the page. 

2_Dedication_Normal Usually used for longer dedications, but can 
also be used for those that are shorter. 
Regular text with no first-line indentation.  

Acknowledgements 

2_Acknow_Normal Applied to acknowledgement paragraphs; 
has no first-line indentation. Press [tab] at 
the beginning of each paragraph if you’d like 
indented paragraphs. 

Table of Contents, List of Tables, List of Figures 

Table of Figures Applied to the List of Tables & List of 
Figures; provides each item with a hanging-
indent.  

TOC 1; TOC 2; TOC 3; TOC 4; TOC 5 Connected to the respective heading styles, 
styling as appropriate within the Table of 
Contents. 

ToC_Appendix(es) Can be used to adjust the alignment of the 
Appendix(es) entries in the Table of 
Contents,  before final PDF generation. 

ToC_RefsOrBiblio Can be used to adjust the alignment of the 
References entry in the Table of Contents, 
before final PDF generation. 

List of Acronyms & Glossary 

2_ListOfAcronyms/Glossary/etc_Normal Applied to the items & entries within the List 
of Acronyms, Glossary, etc. 

 



Thesis Body 
The body of your thesis begins with Chapter 1 or the Introduction. It should begin 

with Arabic page number 1, and continue sequentially through the references and 

appendices (if applicable). 

3_Body_Bullet_Level2_MultipleParas Used for paragraphs in a second-level 
bulleted list. Apply to all paragraphs 
except the last one in a list. Used below 
3_Body_Bullet_MultipleParas. 

3_Body_Bullet_Level2_SingleOrLast Used for paragraphs in a second-level 
bulleted list. Apply to single second-
level bullet paragraphs, OR to the last 
second-level bullet paragraph in a list. 
Creates additional space beneath the 
paragraph, so the spacing above & 
beneath the list is consistent. Used 
below 3_Body_Bullet_MultipleParas. 

3_Body_Bullet_MultipleParas Used for paragraphs in a bulleted list. 
Apply to all paragraphs except the last 
one in a list. 

3_Body_Bullet_SingleOrLast Used for paragraphs in a bulleted list. 
Apply to single bullet paragraphs, OR to 
the last bullet paragraph in a list. 
Creates additional space beneath the 
paragraph, so the spacing above & 
beneath the list is consistent. 

3_Body_FlushLeft Usually used for the continuation of a 
paragraph after a blockquote, list, etc. 
Similar to the Normal style, but without 
first-line indentation.  

3_Body_FlushLeft_Bold Usually used for “headings” within the 
text that does not justify use of a 
Heading style (and entry into the Table 
of Contents). Similar to the Normal 
style, but with font bolding & without 
first-line indentation.  

3_Body_FlushLeft_Italic Usually used for narratives or journal 
entries. Similar to the Normal style, but 
with font italicization & without first-line 
indentation.  



3_Body_List-Manual_MultipleParas Used for paragraphs in a numbered or 
lettered list. Apply to all paragraphs 
except the last one in a list. Manually 
number the list, and press [tab] to have 
the text line up neatly.  

3_Body_List-Manual_SingleOrLast Used for paragraphs in a numbered or 
lettered list. Manually number the list, 
and press [tab] to have the text line up 
neatly. Apply to single list paragraphs, 
OR to the last list paragraph in a list. 
Creates additional space beneath the 
paragraph, so the spacing above & 
beneath the list is consistent.  

3_Body_Quote_Epigram Usually used for a quotation at the 
beginning of chapters, called an 
epigram. Similar to 
3_Body_Quote_SingleOrLast, but with 
font italicization.  

3_Body_Quote_MultipleParas Usually used for blockquote paragraphs. 
Apply to all quote paragraphs except the 
last one in a list. Creates a single-
spaced, justified paragraph with 
indentation on either side. 

3_Body_Quote_SingleOrLast Usually used for blockquote paragraphs. 
Apply to single paragraphs, OR to the 
last paragraph in a list. Creates 
additional space beneath the paragraph, 
so the spacing above & beneath the 
quote is consistent. Creates a single-
spaced, justified paragraph with 
indentation on either side. 

3_Body_QuoteSubject_HangingMultipleParas Usually used for interview-style dialogue 
with multiple subjects. Similar to 
3_Body_QuoteSubject_MultipleParas, 
but with a hanging indent. Apply to all 
quote paragraphs except the last one in 
a list.  

3_Body_QuoteSubject_HangingSingleOrLast Usually used for interview-style dialogue 
with multiple subjects. Similar to 
3_Body_QuoteSubject_SingleOrLast, 
but with a hanging indent. Apply to 
single quote paragraphs, OR to the last 
quote paragraph in a list. Creates 
additional space beneath the paragraph, 
so the spacing above & beneath the 
quote is consistent.  



3_Body_QuoteSubject_MultipleParas Similar to 
3_Body_Quote_MultipleParas, but in a 
different font to indicate a participant or 
interviewee. Apply to all quote 
paragraphs except the last one in a list.  

3_Body_QuoteSubject_SingleOrLast Similar to 3_Body_Quote_SingleOrLast, 
but in a different font to indicate a 
participant or interviewee. Apply to 
single quote paragraphs, OR to the last 
quote paragraph in a list. Creates 
additional space beneath the paragraph, 
so the spacing above & beneath the 
quote is consistent.  

3_Body_QuoteSubject_toChangeFontALL Modify this style if you want to change 
the font for all 3_Body_QuoteSubject 
styles; ask the Theses Office for 
assistance if necessary. 

3_Body_Verse_MultipleParas Usually used for poem verses. Apply to 
all verse paragraphs except the last one 
in a poem.  

3_Body_Verse_SingleOrLast Usually used for poem verses. Apply to 
single verse paragraphs, OR to the last 
verse paragraph in a list. Creates 
additional space beneath the paragraph, 
so the spacing above & beneath the 
poem is consistent.  

3_Body_VerseIndented_MultipleParas Similar to 3_Body_Verse_MultipleParas, 
but with further left-indentation. Apply to 
all verse paragraphs except the last one 
in a poem.  

3_Body_VerseIndented_SingleOrLast Similar to 3_Body_Verse_SingleOrLast, 
but with further left-indentation. Apply to 
single verse paragraphs, OR to the last 
verse paragraph in a list. Creates 
additional space beneath the paragraph, 
so the spacing above & beneath the 
poem is consistent.  

 



References, Bibliography, Works Cited, etc. 
5_References_AmerAntiq_Authors Applicable to Archaeology students using the 

American Antiquity citation style only.  
Apply to paragraphs containing the author(s) 
names. 

5_References_AmerAntiq_Years Applicable to Archaeology students using the 
American Antiquity citation style only.  
Apply to subsequent paragraph(s) of an author 
entry, containing the year(s).  

5_References_Normal Used to format entries within the 
references/bibliography/works cited list. Provides 
a hanging-indent for each paragraph. 

Endnote Reference Used to format the endnote reference number; 
makes the number superscript. 

Endnote Text Used to format the endnote text; makes the text 
smaller & single-spaced. 

Footnote Reference Used to format the footnote reference number; 
makes the number superscript. 

Footnote Text Used to format the footnote text; makes the text 
smaller & single-spaced. 

Appendices 
Please note that the 3_Body_ styles can also be used in the Appendices. 

6_Append_Normal Similar to 6_Append_NormalIndent, but single-
spaced & without the first-line indentation.  

6_Append_NormalIndent Similar to the Normal style, but single-spaced. 

6_Append_Question Used for questions within the appendix, such as 
those for interviews or questionnaires. Manually 
number the question, and press [tab] to have 
the text line up neatly.  



Tables, Figures, Captions, and Other Objects 
There are always two, and often three, elements required to put an object in your 

document: 

1.  The object itself: the table, image file, or text 

2.  Caption: the title or short description of the object 

3.  Note (optional): for additional information, typically the source of the 
image or data, or descriptive details which are too long for the caption 

The template includes versions of styles for each of these elements. 

7_Captions_aboveTablesFigures For captions that are placed above tables or 
figures.  

7_Captions_belowFigures_includesNote For captions that are placed below figures. 
Similar to 7_Captions_belowFigures…, but 
with un-bolded text. If your caption is long 
and/or includes a long note, this style can be 
used so the caption takes up less space. 

7_Captions_belowFigures_noNoteAfter For captions that are placed below figures, 
with no additional note after the caption 
(description, source information, etc.). 
Creates additional space beneath the 
paragraph, so the spacing above & beneath 
the figure is consistent.  

7_Captions_belowFigures_noSpaceAfter For captions that are placed below figures. 
Similar to 7_Captions_belowFigures…, but 
with un-bolded text & minimal space below 
the caption. Used if there is a full-page 
figure, to maximize the space used. 

7_Captions_belowFigures_withNoteAfter For captions that are placed below figures, 
with an additional note after the caption 
(description, source information, etc.). 
Ensures there is minimal space between the 
figure caption & note.  

7_Equation_Centred Usually used for equations. Similar to the 
Normal style, but centered. Also has a center 
tab for an equation, and a right-tab for an 
equation number (usually in brackets). 

7_Equation_LeftTabRight Usually used for equations. Similar to the 
Normal style, but with a right-tab for an 
equation number (usually in brackets). 



7_Figure_noNoteOrCaptionAfter Used for the paragraph containing the figure 
itself. Centers the figure & provides 
additional space beneath, so the spacing 
above & beneath the figure is consistent.  

7_Figure_withNoteOrCaptionAfter Used for the paragraph containing the figure 
itself. Centers the figure & provides minimal 
space between the figure & its caption/note.  

7_FigureNote_FlushLeft Used for figure notes, usually containing 
descriptive or source information. A smaller 
Arial font. 

7_FigureNote_HangingIndent Similar to 7_FigureNote_FlushLeft, but with 
a hanging-indent. 

7_FigureNote_noSpaceAfter Similar to 7_FigureNote_HangingIndent, but 
with minimal space below the paragraph. 
Used if you need to maximize the space on a 
page for your figure. 

7_TableNote_FlushLeft Used for table notes, usually containing 
descriptive or source information. An Arial 
Narrow font, also used for table content. 

7_TableNote_HangingIndent Similar to 7_TableNote_FlushLeft, but with a 
hanging-indent. 

7_TableRow_Bullet Used to have bulleted text within your table 
cells. An Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_Centre Used to centre the text within your table 
cells. An Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_FlushRight Used to right-align the text within your table 
cells. An Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_HangingIndent Similar to 7_TableRow_Normal, but with a 
hanging-indent. An Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_HeadCentre Usually used for header rows. Similar to 
7_TableRow_Centre, but with bolded text. A 
bolded Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_HeadLeft Usually used for header rows. Similar to 
7_TableRow_Normal, but with bolded text. A 
bolded Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_Indent Similar to 7_TableRow_Normal, but with a 
left-indent throughout the paragraph. An 
Arial Narrow font. 

7_TableRow_Normal The basic styling for a table. Apply this style 
to the entire table first, and then use the 
additional 7_TableRow… styles for styling. 
An Arial Narrow font. 



Scripts and Screenplays 
These styles are designed for theatre and other scripts. Some examples of the 

uses and formatting of the styles are as follows: 

9_Plays_CharacterList Used for a character’s name & description. 

9_Plays_Introduction Used for a play’s introduction. 

9_Plays_ScriptDialogue_HangingIndent Used for the script/dialogue of characters. 

9_Plays_StageDirection_Interjection Used when direction needs to be inserted 
within a single character’s dialogue. 

9_Plays_StageDirections Used for stage directions. 

9_Plays_TheEnd A centred style for ending a play with “THE 
END.” 



Thesis Template: Important Licensing Information 

The styles found within this document have been modified from those created by 

Joanie Wolfe, in accordance with CC BY-NC 2.5 CA. The Intellectual Property present in 

SFU’s template-based file belong to Joanie Wolfe and are licensed via Creative Commons 

Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 Canada (CC BY-NC 2.5 CA) 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/2.5/ca/).  

When text from this document is copied and pasted to other documents it will retain 

the unique styles from the template. If you plan to use some, or all, of your thesis for 

commercial purposes, you must first release your text from the styles. 

To release your text from the styles:  

1.  select the text; 

2.  apply the Normal style;  

3.  copy the text; 

4.  open a new blank document;  

5.  paste that text into the new document; and   

6.  after doing so, check the Style Window/Pane/Panel/Toolbox to be 
sure that the styles that begin with numbers are not present. 

Following the above steps will ensure that you are respecting this licence agreement.  

The 6 steps above are also in the Document Properties, 
so you can locate them again at a later date.  
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